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Frat Pledges Taken
For Spring Semester

On February 24 each fraternity received its respective pledges and plans have been made for pledging programs that will best familiarize the pledges with the fraternity and prepare them for membership.

No fraternity was especially lucky, none got all of the rushees that they gave bids to.

The pledges consist of Bruce Cameron, Bob Hedden, Mike Straw and John Duff. Bob Alan Rod, Bill Burke, Alan Glass, Ron Patten, Paul Kingsbery, Jim Karsatz, Andy Kahnen, Bob Reid, and John Strehlow.


Demus — Alan Beall, Bob Kuo, Gary Keys, Glenn Habraken, and Bill Ashly.


Zeta Chi — Jeff Carpenter, John Tourelloette, Felix Norie, Jim Wilcox, Vince Scannella, Pete Shumah, and Skip Delow.

As is the policy with most of the fraternities, the first semester pledges will join those mentioned above in pledging and contributing to the fund for dormitory and fraternity purposes.

Gabel Crowned Lorelie King

Friday evening, March 1, John Gabel, the handsomest man on the Ursinus campus, was crowned King of the Lorelie. John won out in a stiff competition against three other personable Ursinus males, including the effervescent Bill Marcie, the cool, silent Frank Lyon, and the indescribable Herb Smith.

The Lorelie, as usual, was held at Sunnybrook with its usual up-to-date band. Walters and minstrels were played most of the evening, although a cosmopolitan atmosphere was created toward the end of the evening.

Dancing was held in the class room and the decorations, which were centerpieces, consisted of a theme "Red Sand in the Sunset." Joyce Small, a junior, organized the decorations committee for the dance. The focal point was a ballroom in the middle of the dance floor.

Table decorations were designed and made by Linda Richtmyer.

U. C. Meisters To Tour In Maryland and Virginia

The Meistersingers, the college's student concert choir, opened their spring schedule March 3 at 8 p.m. in St. John's United Church of Christ, Orangeburg.

The choir has twelve other concerts scheduled, more than in previous years. Included are: March 6, St. Paul's Presbyterian Church, Laurel Springs, New Jersey; March 10, 11:00 a.m., First United Church, Philadelphia. Also March 13, 7:30 p.m., First United Church of Christ, Spring City; March 17, St. Mark's United Church of Christ, Easton; March 25, 8 p.m., Lower Providence United Presbyterian Church, Trooper.

The group leaves Saturday, March 30, on a six-day bus tour which will include concerts at Baltimore, Annapolis, Salisbury, Brooklyn, Maryland, March 31 morning; Grace United Church (Belfair), Westfield, N.J., March 31 (4 p.m.); April 1, Green Springs, Md., April 2, Rock Spring United Church (Concentration), Arlington, Va.; April 3, Christ United Church (Reformed), Hagerstown, Md.; and April 4, St. Paul's United Church, Westminster, Md.

Student conductors assisting Dr. Philip are Miss Sharon Greif, Spring City, Pa., a senior, and Darlene Taylor, Gettysburg, Pa., junior. Accompanists include the Minus Chinery, Y. L. Riddle, Pacifica, and junior and Miss Linda M. Perry, Costoville, a senior.

Whitians Honor Eight Women During Lorelie, Friday Night

The Whitian Society recently announced the selection of eight new members. Membership in the Whitian is based on leadership, scholarship, and service to the school. Any junior girl or any senior girl who has given both leadership and service to Ursinus is eligible if she has had an average of 85 for four out of her first five years at Ursinus.

The selection committee, consisting of Bruce Cameron, Bob Hedden, Mike Straw and John Duff, will join those mentioned above in Lorelie, and the Charleston were the cool, silent Frank Lyon, and the indescribable Herb Smith.

An English major from Shamokin, Pa., Barbara Ringer, has been active in the Messiah, the English Club, and the "Y".

Linda Brecht is a Physical Education major from Polkton, Pa. She has been active in sports, the W. A. A., and the Freshman Spirit Committee.

Nancy Holland is a French major. She comes from Coatesberg, Pa. She has been active in sports and in the language department.

Barbara Lewis lives in Homestead, Pa. She is a Spanish major and has been active in the Spanish Club and the Bible Fellowship.

Charley, a Political Science major from Springfield, Del. Co., has been active in the Mountain Club and Young Democrats.

Susan Neff is a Math major from Prospect, Pa. Her activities have been in the Math Club and in P.S.E.A.

There women have been honored by the Whitian Society for leadership and scholarship.

Ursinus Y Presented The Voyage of the Phoenix

Last Wednesday the Ursinus Y presented the film of a controversial topic: Canadian and American Quakers to North Vietnam. There to present "The Voyage of the Phoenix" was Frank S. Quaker and a sophomore at Swarthmore. He was a crew-member on a subsequent voyage of the Phoenix to Haiphong.

The film began in Hiroshima where the British worth of medical supplies, destined for North Vietnam, were picked up. The next step was Hong Kong where the Phoenix received very little cooperation from the Chinese in refueling and gaining navigational information. As before they were warned by Ambassador Rice that to return would be to risk the Trading with the Enemy Act. So, far more than a year later, they have not been.

Much of the film was devoted to an explanation of the reasons that compelled the Quakers to make the voyage. They did not seem to be under the illusion that their action would alter U.S. public opinion in any way.

The crew had some doubt as to whether they would be allowed to leave Hong Kong but their biggest fear was being stopped or accidentally sunk by the United States Fleet in the Gulf of Tonkin. They passed through without incident, however, and were warmly received in Haiphong.

In North Vietnam they were given permission to visit and photograph a list of prisoners entirely of their own choice. The results of the film include several shots of U.S. jets bombing North Vietnam, of burning huts, and of injured civilians.

After the film John Braxton described the second voyage of the Phoenix and answered questions from the audience.

67 Grad Dies; Smith Mourned

For the second time this year the campus was bashed by the tragic death of an Ursinus student. Dennis L. Smith, who graduated last year, died of complications following an appendectomy on Monday, January 19 in Montgomery Hospital, Norristown.

Smith was a native of Hamburg, Pa. He taught eighth grade science since September at Patton Grove High School. The week before his death he held the male lead in Barefoot in the Park.

At Ursinus, Smith was academically a good student. According to Dr. Howard, "Dennis was an integral part of the biology department—student, worker, and friend." He was a lab assistant for two years and one of four of Dr. Howard's research assistants last year. He graduated with a bachelor of science degree.

Smith remained in the Collegeville area after graduation. He lived at Shady Nook, First Avenue, Collegeville, with his wife, Mary Hunter Smith.

Wilson Foundation Confers Honors on Senior Woman

Miss Charlotte Ann Frost, a senior, is a physics major, is among 98 college seniors throughout the United States and Canada who received "honorable mention" recognition this year's awards from the American Institute of Physics' National Fellowship Foundation.

Miss Frost is a graduate of the Beverly, Massachusetts, High School. Charlotte enrolled at Ursinus College in the fall of 1964. In the fall of 1966 she went to Wellesley College for her first semester at Ursinus before returning to Ursinus to continue her college work.

She has been on the Dean's Honor List five semesters at Ursinus, and in her freshman year received the Whitian Prize for highest scholastic standing among women in the class of 1970. A member of the Brownback-Anders Pre-Medical Society, and of the Whitians Honor Society for women students.

For the latter election to membership is required that, in addition to outstanding qualities of leadership, character, and service, a student must have maintained a scholastic average of at least 85 during four of her first five semesters at Ursinus, and must have no grade below 70.

Dennis Smith, a local teacher and Ursinus graduate, died Feb. 19.
The Ursinus Weekly

FROM OUR MAIL BAG

February 18, 1968

Dear Herb,

regarding your recent editorial on the "dismissal" of Mr. Waldo from the history department. It seems impossible to the emotions and much of the reasoning that Mr. Waldo has an utter tragedy, not only for the history department, but for the entire Ursinus College community. To reject such a capable and stimulating teacher as Mr. Waldo at the very time when the college should be strengthening its faculty is to me incomprehensible. The recent death of Dr. Armstrong was a great loss to the Ursinus community, but it is even more imperative that instructors of the caliber of Mr. Waldo be retained, not only encouraged and rewarded. If the credentials and talents of Mr. Waldo are neither sufficient nor proper for Ursinus College, what exactly does the Administration require of a new faculty member? Or could it be that Mr. Waldo and other young instructors rumored to be leaving have dared to commit the heresy of questioning the quality of an Ursinus education? Mr. Waldo is one of the finest teachers in the college.

Mr. Waldo must be retained! If he is not, students and administration should be given some meaningful explanation of the action taken. The "new faces policy" said to be that explanation appears to me to be not only unconscionable for the realities of the Ursinus scene, but smack of a case of something, some- thing we hardly need at Ursinus. The students need and deserve to hear from the Administration whether or not if this is not to be, they at least mean to reconsider the retention worth of an academic community, especially one professing the highest ideals of education and responsibility. Students must, first, know the needed responsibility to the Negroes here at Ursinus, and the other is the plight of the Jews here. There are 7 Negroes on the college now attending, and the Negroes in the college. As anyone can see, there is a lack of such a case! We are not stimulated, we are more withdrawn, and our thoughts surely are not provoked - they remain intact within a muddle of material that can only be impressed by diversion.

Perhaps I should entertain you with a case in point, or rather, two cases. The actions taken by the Administration of the Negroes here at Ursinus, and the other is the plight of the Jews here. There are 5 Negroes on the college now attending, and the Negroes in the college. Alas, there are 2 Jewish girls. To change the problem. As anyone can see, there is a lack of such a case! We are not stimulated, we are more withdrawn, and our thoughts surely are not provoked - they remain intact within a muddle of material that can only be impressed by diversion.

Perhaps I should entertain you with a case in point, or rather, two cases. The actions taken by the Administration of the Negroes here at Ursinus, and the other is the plight of the Jews here. There are 5 Negroes on the college now attending, and the Negroes in the college. Alas, there are 2 Jewish girls. To change the problem. As anyone can see, there is a lack of such a case! We are not stimulated, we are more withdrawn, and our thoughts surely are not provoked - they remain intact within a muddle of material that can only be impressed by diversion.

Perhaps I should entertain you with a case in point, or rather, two cases. The actions taken by the Administration of the Negroes here at Ursinus, and the other is the plight of the Jews here. There are 5 Negroes on the college now attending, and the Negroes in the college. Alas, there are 2 Jewish girls. To change the problem. As anyone can see, there is a lack of such a case! We are not stimulated, we are more withdrawn, and our thoughts surely are not provoked - they remain intact within a muddle of material that can only be impressed by diversion.

Perhaps I should entertain you with a case in point, or rather, two cases. The actions taken by the Administration of the Negroes here at Ursinus, and the other is the plight of the Jews here. There are 5 Negroes on the college now attending, and the Negroes in the college. Alas, there are 2 Jewish girls. To change the problem. As anyone can see, there is a lack of such a case! We are not stimulated, we are more withdrawn, and our thoughts surely are not provoked - they remain intact within a muddle of material that can only be impressed by diversion.

Perhaps I should entertain you with a case in point, or rather, two cases. The actions taken by the Administration of the Negroes here at Ursinus, and the other is the plight of the Jews here. There are 5 Negroes on the college now attending, and the Negroes in the college. Alas, there are 2 Jewish girls. To change the problem. As anyone can see, there is a lack of such a case! We are not stimulated, we are more withdrawn, and our thoughts surely are not provoked - they remain intact within a muddle of material that can only be impressed by diversion.
BEARS BEAT DREXEL DRAGONS; DOdle MULES IN MAC FINAL

The MAC playoffs at Allentown last Friday night began in a truly dramatic fashion. Drexel, the only team that had beaten all of the other contenders was in third place and Johns Hopkins, the first-place MAC finisher in the south, was the only team really counted out of the running.

For the UC Bears, successive losses to Hopkins, McDaniel, Drexel, and Pharmacy did not drown their pent-up hopes. Two points losses at Baltimore and at home to Drexel, 57-55, seemed to dispel any hopes of a playoff spot. The 121-72 thumping received at Allentown, 21-4, does not fully confirm these beliefs. But the other top teams could not find the winning combination, as the MAC and U.C., which has not lost at home this year, was stopped by Delaware-Ware Valley at Doylestown and Drexel suffered from Scranton.

The second day of the MAC playoffs saw Hopkins in a precarious number one spot fending off a hot Muhlenberg team, which finished fourth. Drexel and Ursinus played the first game, the ironic twist being that the unfavored Bears were a notch higher than the Dragons. High-scoring and tough off the boards, the Jacks, Lindemann, Drexel's 6-5 center turned the tide against Ursinus early in the game after the Bears got off to a 4-0 quick 4-0 head. His 12 points had Drexel on top at the half, 29-22. But Ursinus, the team of the year, bowing to more than one game except to Muhlenberg showed how to play the Bears where they were. Ripping off 11 straight points at the start of the second half, the six points behind the inspired efforts of MAC star Bob Compton tallies two during romp

The Southern division race of the MAC 1967-68 produced a confusing array of teams that left the standings to the last day when Hopkins beat Western Maryland and P&M, a late season surprise after a sound victory over Delaware, cramped on Drexel to keep them from the top.

Muhlenberg had good enough management of the court to trouble Hopkins 92-83, which meant that the two teams would face off the next weekend.

WHATLEY TO PACKERS

WHATLEY NAMED HEAD

WHY

WHATLEY TO PACKERS (Continued from Page 7, Col. 5)

December 29: The NFL championship at Dallas, Turner's price tag for the corps of Parker veterans are laid in a room depicting a huddle of or more overweight to be transported to "Fitness camps," and to be released to the best of the product, very physically fit by the kind, understanding camp. The type is sufficiently fit to endure the microbe of war, will have to go it alone.

First Quarter. The Cowboys got out ahead 14-0, but the Packers came back. In the second quarter the Packers built up their lead. In the third quarter the Bears finally came back, but the Packers held on and scored a victory.

WHATLEY NAMED HEAD (Continued from Page 7, Col. 2)

Four-point plan for the improvement of all athletes, it is called for (1) all children from 7 to 12 to have a required course in athletics, (2) all children should be required to do a normal weight of one hour a day, (3) an hour of exercise a day, and (4) a half hour of exercise a day.

WHATLEY expects complete cooperation from all concerned. "Gentlemen, I did not ask for this job," President Johnson thought he needed my assistance, my assistance, and since I know all the rules, I promise to weed out the lazy 2% who are not doing a big-leaguer job."
Helfferich Slays Beast

A gigantic reptilian monster arose from the Perkiomen yesterday and laid waste to a large portion of Ursinus College. The hideous creature’s reign of horror was abruptly terminated by Donald Lawrence Helfferich, 66, of Superhouse, Main Street.

The martyr, President of Ursinus, which is reputed to be among the best small liberal arts colleges in upper Collegeville, faced the huge reptile with several well-placed shotgun blasts. Mr. Helfferich’s first comment was: “I sure hate killing anything as old and traditional as a dinosaur, but when it trampled my Goldwater statue I saw red. . . . red, white, and blue.”

Before its campaign of destruction, the slime-encrusted creature apparently was happily living in the Perkiomen Creek. Officer McQue, SS leader for the Collegeville VFW, reflected, “It sure enough solves our cases of missing campingists. It is not known at this time why the monster left the bubbling waters, however the editor of the college newspaper has advanced an intriguing theory.”

“We know that there was a suction hose in the basement of the college when the beast emerged. The duct was connected from the basement to the Perkiomen. . . .”

Police Chief Sued

In Brutal Beating

A Norristown youth and his father are seeking damages in excess of $50,000 in a civil suit filed against the Borough of Collegeville and its police chief, Richard McClure.

The suit says Armand Angiolucci, 19, was injured June 14, 1967, when McClure struck him with a club “with great force and violence across the face, head and body.”

Atty. Anthony J. Giangiulio, Norristown lawyer, filed the suit for Angiolucci and his father Dominick Angiolucci.

The teenager received a broken nose and other injuries which required hospital care and which prevented him from performing his usual affairs and business, the suit says.

Leary Joins Faculty

As Philos. Chairman

It was announced today by the President of the college that Dr. Timothy Leary will join the Ursinus faculty next fall as head of the Department of Philosophy. Dr. Leary formerly was an instructor of psychology at Harvard University where he achieved national academic fame for his studies about the effects of modern pharmaceuticals on man. While at Harvard he conducted more than 3,500 case studies in this field and received high praise from his subjects. In 1965 he suddenly left Harvard, but soon announced plans for a trip to Mexico where, he said, he would continue his studies in “a community of thought.” He apparently agreed to deliver a lecture in Tijuana on his way to Mexico and received such a warm reception at the Boarder Institute of Journalism that he stayed an additional three weeks. The lecture was delivered in InPa. Grotesque Style.

Dr. Timothy Leary, recently named head of the Philosophy Department, will arrive at Ursinus after completing his work at Harvard University.

In 1964 Dr. Leary established the Castalia Foundation and moved on to a 500-acre estate in Millbrook, New York, where he formulated the basic doctrines for a new religion, The League of Spiritual Belief. He also organized the Neo-American Church of Spiritual Belief. Later he was approached by a Weekly reporter who was asked to explain the main challenges of his new religion. “We’ve got a great organ we can play if only we can find where all the keys are,” he replied. When asked what new methods would be utilized in meeting the challenges he answered, “We all must go out of our minds to come out on some sort of a new plane.”

On March 11, 1966 Dr. Leary was offered a 30-year position with the federal government, and although he declined the offer he is thought that Washington officials still wish him to serve.

Dr. Leary made his off-Broadway debut at the Village Theater in the role of the director of a new college in 1966 when he produced and narrated an educational experiment entitled The Death of the Mind—A Psychodrama. The primary goal of this effort was to bring about a new awareness of the function of women in the field of philosophy. “She too has the desire to be recognized and rewarded. We should be more conscious of her stamen trembling for the electric penetration of pollen,” he said on opening night. The experiment received rave reviews from the National Educational Association, The East Village Other, The American Association of University Professors, and The Hoboken Evening News.

Dr. Leary most recently received national attention when he and his co-religionists, including Neo-American Church prelates Chief Jos Hoo and Arthur Kleps, were ordered to leave their Millbrook estate. The land is being contested against the Borough of Collegeville and its police chief, Richard McClure.

The suit says Armand Angiolucci, 19, was injured June 14, 1967, when McClure struck him with a club “with great force and violence across the face, head and body.”

Atty. Anthony J. Giangiulio, Norristown lawyer, filed the suit for Angiolucci and his father Dominick Angiolucci.

The teenager received a broken nose and other injuries which required hospital care and which prevented him from performing his usual affairs and business, the suit says.

Above is the architect’s conception of the new chapel and convocation hall, featuring the classic Pennsylvania Grotesque Architecture.
Mr. Marsteller Shakes Nation With Prediction of Catastrophe

Twenty-Six Years Of Heroic Work Finally Rewarded

At a news conference this afternoon, in the basement of Pfahler Hall, Professor of Physics Walter Woodrow Marsteller revealed the findings of his interplanetary and cosmic research project which began 26 years ago.

Nattily attired in a charcoal-gray business suit with a poinsettia in his lapel, Mr. Marsteller told those present that he had finally discovered and gained an explanation of a mysterious cosmic phenomenon which he began probing in the spring of 1941. The professor commented, "The results of my work will prove to be highly important to the general security and welfare of all the nations of the world. I have observed an impending catastrophic phenomenon which may develop into catastrophic proportions here on earth, as well as all through the universe."

Professor Marsteller conducted his significant research project in the observatory high atop Pfahler Hall. He worked unceasingly until 1965, at which time he discovered that one of his astronomy students, Chuck Burton, would make a superb protege. Mr. Burton is presently on a hush-hush tour of the campus and will present a 3843-page manuscript to the president of the college tomorrow morning.

Yesterday evening at precisely 8:30 P.M., Professor Marsteller, one eye on the lens of his telescope, the other on a nearby 21-place natural logarithm table, shouted, "Eureka, Eureka!" When Mrs. Marsteller did not answer his call, the professor immediately telephoned the NASA Space Center in Houston. After being alerted of Mr. Marsteller's findings, officials at the Pentagon scheduled a special top-secret meeting for this evening. At the conference, Mr. Marsteller will present a 24-page report on his work (consisting of calculations, diagrams, graphs, tables, and doodlings), which he has painstakingly compiled over the years in his unlocked desk drawer in Room S4.

When asked to provide a technical evaluation of his findings, the mild-mannered physics professor told the gentlemen of the news media, "I have basically confirmed an ancient astronomical theory, known to the Romans as "Ruma asterojli casi." By evaluating the negative cosine curve of interstellar radioactivity at the point where epsilon-cubed equals the inverse tangential moment of inertia of the planet Earth, I was able to calculate the theoretical value for the simple harmonic vibratory motion of the various experimental temperature gradients which presently exist in the universe. The resulting infinite integral could be solved by utilizing the basic physics identity: cos x sin x tan x sec x cot x csc x c = p - nK + mgh = mrv x 2.7 T x e + l. At this point, the problem is practically finished. By merely applying these relationships to cosmic, intergalactic phenomena, the discovery upon which I have stumbled becomes readily apparent."

When Professor Marsteller was subsequently requested to explain his results in less technical language, the lanky astronomer exclaimed, "What it all boils down to, gentlemen, is that I have actually confirmed Galileo's hypothesis. In truth, I have found that there can be no doubt in anyone's mind concerning the fact that the sky is indeed falling."

Radical Changes in Store For Ursinus by Year 1970!

1. Women's hours on weekdays have been extended to 12:00, with an increase of 1 minute each year for the next 60 years.

2. President Helfferich has agreed to retire gradually over the next twelve years. Between now and 1982 the President will relinquish control of one department or organization each year; first the physical education department, then the infirmary, the debating team, and the Weekly.

3. Assembly services have been reduced to 1 meeting per month, all students to meet on the football field with their Red, Old Gold and Black copies of "Quotations of Chairman Helfferich."

4. During the next 14 years, TV monitors and electronic bugs will be placed in all rooms in order to prevent students and faculty from breaking the rules.

5. Dinner Dress Regulations will become relaxed in the future 5 years. Men may wear increasingly shorter ties, but turbankecks are still out.

6. Women's dress regulations—12 years from now, women will be permitted to wear slacks to class. This change will be accomplished by increasing the length of petticoats, while decreasing skirt length.

7. Women will be allowed in the men's dorms for 10 minutes each day, during which time they can watch TV, talk, play ping-pong, play pool, or even smoke!

8. Drinking will be permitted in the men's dorms for students 21 years of age. All liquor and beer must be bought from the proctor only, with a 25% college sales tax. Only LCB cards accepted.

FLASH — The books of Dr. Wallo, who recently won the Nobel Peace Prize, have hereby been banned on this campus for being too conservative.

9. Apathy is no longer present at Ursinus. Four emaciated students were seen picking Mrs. Otiersteidder's office for 5 minutes yesterday.

WANTED: Protestant or Roman Catholic students majoring in physical sciences and entering graduate school, who desire to develop their Christian faith while training as scientists and engineers. Combine work towards Ph.D. or M.S. degrees at The Pennsylvania State University with seminars and lectures on contemporary theology and Christian responsibility for scientists, and participate in a supporting Christian community. Conducted by a group of Penn State faculty members. Write: THE SYCAMORE COMMUNITY, Dept. L, Box 72, State College, Pa. 16801.

WANTS YOU!

He's your Fidelity Man On Campus. And he wants you to consider a challenging career opportunity with The Fidelity. So come see him when he's on campus and talk things over. Check your Placement Officer for further details.

Thursday, April 4 is FMOC Day
Sex Expert Shocked by Profligate Ursini

— B.C. —

Smiling benignly over her spectacles, Miss Helen Moll talked to us from her rocking chair in the infirmary. “Yes,” she answered our query, “birth control devices will be offered free of charge to any student requesting them. We are displaying a variety of these devices in the lobby show case in the library. We will try to fill every need. Diaphragms will be fitted every Friday afternoon from 3:00 to 4:00 P.M. and the Friday before J.F. weekends from 9:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. A Condo-Mat will be installed in each man’s dormitory. The ever-popular pill (which takes the worry out of being close) will be available in a variety of pleasing packages, color coordinated to match your eyes, hair, or mood.

“Each student, however, is responsible for the proper use of these aids. He is admonished to call the infirmary. He is admonished to

— Liberal Arts —

Gael Greene, author of the controversial Sex and the College Girl, on a recent visit to the Ursinus campus, gave her opinion about the sweet life at UC. Relaxing in a chair in Unwed Parents’ Lounge, Miss Greene gazed out over the soft, greenswarded campus as she spoke. “Ursinus,” she said reflectively, “is a stitch in time saves nine.”

The cleaning lady in question was hired by the boys themselves. According to the young lady, a recent graduate of this institution, she was engaged in graduate work in human relations in addition to her custodial duties.

Dean Petrik remarked, “The college has no way of reprimanding her. I feel that especially since teaching the young lady was working free-lance, and not on the payroll of the college. In such a situation, we have no jurisdiction.”

The cleaning lady in question was hired by the boys themselves. According to the young lady, a recent graduate of this institution, she was engaged in graduate work in human relations in addition to her custodial duties.

Dean Petrik remarked, “The college has no way of reprimanding her. I feel that especially since teaching the young lady was working free-lance, and not on the payroll of the college. In such a situation, we have no jurisdiction.”

Dining Hall Scene;
Chivalry Prevails Sat UC

As President Heitlerich once said, “It is our responsibility to teach the good life.” One example of such lessons may be seen above, in the picture of Ursinus students going in to dine at lovely Wismer Hall. The scene is full of old-world chivalry. Notice the pageantry, the grace, the courtesy, the respect shown by the students, the atmosphere of the Ursinus ladies, the manly bearing of the boys. Each of these things, as well as the chivalry, is something that should be taught in every college.

— Silver Opinion —

COMPETITION

We have your favorite sterling pattern...as featured in Reed & Barton’s

See the complete Reed & Barton collection as well as those of other famed silversmiths at J. RALPH SHULER, Jeweler

325 DEKALB STREET NORRISTOWN, PA.

So you’ll be 1-A.
You’re still A-1 with Armstrong.

Let’s be realistic—you may be serving in the military later on. But why just mark time until something happens? Facing the draft is no reason to be unemployed. 65% of the college graduates who joined us last year were eligible for military service. You can begin your career with Armstrong now. Then, after you fulfill your military obligation, you pick up right where you left off. Why this consideration? Because at Armstrong we need capable, imaginative college graduates who are looking for a place where they can grow and contribute. We're building for the future with each person we employ. And we stick by our people. Maybe that's why they stick with us. See our man when he is on your campus soon. For more information about Armstrong now, see your placement officer or write the College Relations Department, Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa. 17604.

Manufacturer of building products, including resilient floors and ceilings, packaging materials, industrial products, and home maintenance specialties.

A progressive, diversified organization offering rewarding careers in accounting, advertising, engineering, industrial engineering, marketing, production planning, public relations, research and development.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
The Weakly Awards of 1968

Quotations From Chairman Helfferich

These quotations have been taken from the various speeches, writings, ramblings, and innumerable digressions of the honorable Donald L. Helfferich. Let all students, professors, janitors, cooks, and deans study, memorize and digest the exhortations of Chairman Helfferich. May our voices rise in public and private recitations of these joyous inspirations.

I. ARDUIUS STRUGGLE

...although life here can be fun, it will not be easy.

II. FAITH OF OUR FATHERS

Religion at Ursinus is a part of life rather than a schedule of classes.

III. THE GRANDIOSE SOCIETY

...constant advances are being made in strengthening our faculty and our academic program.

Our curriculum is under a process of continuous evaluation and improvement.

Change is part of our planning but not to the point where the essential nature of the college is threatened.

IV. EDUCATION AND SELF-CULTIVATION

The life of students on a residential college campus should not be bounded by lectures, laboratories, libraries, and lodgings.

There are opportunities for education outside the classroom.

V. MAGICAL MYSTERY TOURS

The snack bar provides seating and table accommodations for at least eighty people.

For everybody's convenience there is a machine which can identify a dollar bill, swallow it and disgorge small change for it.

The supply store ... provides ample space for the storage and sale of books and supplies and for speedy efficient service.

VI. BIGEONAL INSIGHT

At Ursinus the boys look like boys and the girls look like girls.

VII. FUN AND GAMES

Ursinus is a Mexican hat dance.

VIII. BENEIGN DESPOTISM

At times I require the mysterious skills of the soothsayer. Without benefit of a crystal ball I must make judgments. (Some of) these must be reached by jumping from reason to speculation, to impulse, to hunch.

IX. ULTIMATE REFLECTION

Last year there were fewer students visiting the campus, fewer applying for admission and a larger number canceling after acceptance.

Would You Buy a Used Car From This Man?

The Christian Barnard Heart Transplant Award: the College Inn for its modern medical practices and round-the-clock prompt service.

The Albert Schweitzer Reverence for Life Medal: the Gerson brothers.

And last but far from least the Weakly, Good for a Lifetime Award: Richard Whately for the following public utterances: "Football is the greatest thing going; it's like a war."

"Hit - beat 'em! Hit - beat 'em! Beat 'em-beat 'em!"

"It's a dry rain."

"It's a great game for a day."

"How's your hand, I saw you limping off the field."

"That's the way the ball crumbles."

"I only have two pairs of eyes; I can't watch everything."
The Fall Of The House of Firecroft

Soon, perhaps later this year, Firecroft in the same breath—often to the end of Collegeville surrounded by tall pines, shrubbery, and green lawns, cut off from some of the battle of Main Street by a low, ivy-covered wall, its setting efficiently belies the volatile atmosphere within the men's dorm it surrounds. It will surely be the end of a tradition. How many freshman girls have been warned by well-intentioned upperclasswomen about gold sweatshirts and Firecroft in the same breath—often to the end of Collegeville surrounded by tall pines, shrubbery, and green lawns, cut off from some of the battle of Main Street by a low, ivy-covered wall, its setting efficiently belies the volatile atmosphere within the men's dorm it surrounds. It will surely be the end of a tradition. How many freshman girls have been warned by well-intentioned upperclasswomen about gold sweatshirts and Firecroft in the same breath—often to the end of Collegeville surrounded by tall pines, shrubbery, and green lawns, cut off from some of the battle of Main Street by a low, ivy-covered wall, its setting efficiently belies the volatile atmosphere within the men's dorm it surrounds. It will surely be the end of a tradition. How many freshman girls have been warned by well-intentioned upperclasswomen about gold sweatshirts and Firecroft in the same breath—often to the end of Collegeville surrounded by tall pines, shrubbery, and green lawns, cut off from some of the battle of Main Street by a low, ivy-covered wall, its setting efficiently belies the volatile atmosphere within the men's dorm it surrounds. It will surely be the end of a tradition. How many freshman girls have been warned by well-intentioned upperclasswomen about gold sweatshirts and Firecroft in the same breath—often to the end of Collegeville surrounded by tall pines, shrubbery, and green lawns, cut off from some of the battle of Main Street by a low, ivy-covered wall, its setting efficiently belies the volatile atmosphere within the men's dorm it surrounds. It will surely be the end of a tradition. How many freshman girls have been warned by well-intentioned upperclasswomen about gold sweatshirts and
Evaluators Praise Liberal-Atmosphere

The recent evaluation committee was asked to interview the students. Instead, the committee interviewed only selected faculty members. This has caused some concern among the students.

One member of the committee commented on the lack of proper publicity on the issue. The committee's aims were not clear to anyone, and the meeting itself was poorly attended. The committee's main concerns were addressed in the report.

Some members of the committee have expressed concern about the context in which the evaluation took place. The committee is composed of faculty members, and this has led to some disagreement.

The committee has now been asked to reconsider its methods and to ensure that all students are given a fair hearing.

Minutes of SFARC Meeting

The sixth meeting of the Student Faculty Administration Relations Committee (SFARC) was held on Thursday, March 7, 1966.

One of the visitors was interviewed; a student, but was quickly rescued from such an embarrassing situation. He was then taken to Parent's Lounge for another of the innumerable receptions.

Burrill reported that during finals, the demand on the part of the students for the use of the library was great, past 10:00, did not justify the SPARC in making any recommendation for a permanent library extension. Essentially very few students took advantage of this extension. It was asked, however, of the lack of proper publicity on the part of the committee that might have something to do with the limited use. This possibility was considered, and it was decided to ask for another extension during the second semester exam period.

SPARC has long debated the extent to which it should involve itself in the problems of curriculum improvements and evaluation. It has now been decided that the committee itself can take no direct action, but it should take measures to evaluate the functions of the other agencies on campus involved with these problems. It was also decided that any true curriculum evaluation must involve the student body. In this regard the following recommendation has been made to the Ursinus Student Government Association (USGA): "SPARC recommends that the USGA establish an annual course evaluation guide which would include an appraisal of course content, presentation, examination procedures, etc., with the aim of informing students as to the strengths and weaknesses of respective courses and suggesting improvements to the faculty." All members of the SPARC present at this meeting agreed to this recommendation.

The members of the Faculty Assembly Committee will be invited to the next SFARC meeting, in hopes of working up together some feasible recommendations for the revision of Monday and Tuesday Assembly.

It was reported that the Board of Directors recent statement on academic freedom and guest speaker policies has yet to be received by the faculty. A delegation of SFARC members will arrange a meeting with Dr. Holzer to discuss the content of this statement.

Dr. Fialkow will be invited to the March meeting of the SFARC to discuss the need of additional guidance personnel at Ursinus.

Two meetings of the SFARC will be scheduled for March; a short meeting on Wednesday, March 6, to discuss the Assembly situation, and a regular meeting on March 13.

With no further reports or discussion the committee adjourned.

John Enzic, Secretary

---

Snowball Thrower Declared Innocent

By Judiciary Board

On February 28, a male student was brought to trial before the Judiciary Board, having broken law V of the Property Regulations of the Student Government. The law states that "Indiscriminate throwing of snowballs near College buildings or sidewalks shall be prohibited." Naturally the secrecy which shrouds such trials caused rumor to run rampant, and an underground movement was begun to legalize the use of snowballs. The leader of the movement, who does not wish to be identified, stated that "snowballs are less deadly than snowplows, and so they're not prohibited. Those of us who wish to throw snowballs shouldn't be discriminated against by those who prefer to throw stones. Everyone should be allowed to do his own thing."

This protest was, however, unnecessary. The student accused pleaded "not guilty," and submitted the following evidence. It was not "near" a College building at the time of the incident, having been standing behind a tree on the lawn in front of the library. This caused debate over how close was "near," and the board adjourned to inspect the scene of the crime. Dr. Riddle suggested that an operational definition of "near" be accepted, and proposed that is be defined as the distance at which it was possible to catch a snowball with average impact and break a window in the nearest building. Since there was no snow on the ground a trial was made with crushed ice, and it was decided that a snowball thrown from the scene of the crime would not break a window.

This would have been enough to acquit the student, however, he wished to present further evidence pointing to the discriminant phrase in the rule. He explained that the snowball had a hard core, having been frozen earlier this winter. The student had spent 45 minutes in the nippy 45-degree weather, walking for his target, keeping the snowball frozen by inserting it in an ice chest packed with cold beer.

And finally, his victim would not strike on Monday, having been hospitalized for a deep cut on the forehead, proving that not only had the snowball been highly discriminant, but also effective.

Univac: for people who want to make it better

Here at Univac, we've spent the better part of 20 years working to make the world a little better place to live.

For example, Univac computers help to direct traffic, watch bank accounts, run steel mills, build bridges, keep track of airline flights.

But the important problems are the problems that aren't anywhere near solution, yet...overcrowded cities, dwindling natural resources, food shortages.

These are the problems we're working on today and this is where you come in.

Univac needs electrical and mechanical engineers, chemists, physicists, mathematicians; men and women with a scientific education but a humanitarian leaning, to help build the computers that will make tomorrow's world the kind of world it should be.

Get more information on Univac by visiting your college or university placement office. Univac will be on campus soon.
President's Message

The meeting was called to order by President Heffelfinger (hereafter referred to as D. L.) at 5:00 p.m. sharp. Seconders later "Adam Smith" showed up into the auditorium, mumbling apologies for being late. The President looked startled. I couldn't have been more sure, however, whether he was surprised that Henry was late, or impressed that Henry's father come so close to actually making it on time.

The minutes were read and approved. Roll was taken. The President proposed the election for their 100% attendance. He noted with satisfaction that ever since the maximum cut limit had been reduced last fall from one year to one every other year, attendance at faculty meetings had improved considerably.

The President wasted no time getting down to the business at hand: the selection of a new mascot. Nominations were open on the floor.

Brontosaurus Named

Mr. Reeder was recognized. "I nominate the Brontosaurus," he said. "It will be the just the perfect mascot for this college. It is incredibly stupid, backward even in its own times, and if it's not yet extinct, it should be."

D. L.'s upper plate appeared to sag, but he relapsed with a quick, "Wonderful joke, Mr. Reeder," he quipped. Then pointedly, "Do we have second for this nomination?"

The faculty shrunk in their seats under the President's withering gaze. Just as the nomination was about to be defeated, however, a voice from the back of the room was heard to exclaim, "I second the nomination." The speaker was soon identified as Gary "The Mar¬ ty" Waldo. "You can cut out the crap now," he said, "I second the nomination." The President was taken aback, but well enough to say, "Mr. President, I second the nomination."

Suddenly it all became clear. Soup's favorite northerner, Mr. Soupy Sales, had made a deal—"you support the 'Parker' for school mascot, I'll deliver the farm block in November."

It appeared that Soupy had the necessary support to win the election. "Mr. President," I said, "I move that the nomination be closed."

Also Ran...

- Opposition — "Just a little advice, Mr. President," someone near Mr. Soupy Sales, offered, "I move Mr. Parker's nomination be reconsidered."
- The "JOLLY GREEN GIANT" — It was the feared radical J. Zucker. "I move Mr. Soupy Sales be abolished."
- "The Sheep" — "I move Mr. Parker be elected."
- "The Rabbit Ehrlich, seated beside Mr. Sales, suggested.
- "The Taco" — From where I sat D. L. looked a little pale at this point. Inevitably, however, the nominations came to an end. The flurry was over, and D. L., elated, suggested that Henry's father come so close to actually making it on time.

President Heffelfinger's seconded the motion, "I move Mr. Soupy Sales be abolished."

Mr. Soupy Sales was also reported to be heading toward the Madison campus. It was expected, however, that he will not be elected the Brontosaurus through the ballot.

-- Reactionaries Strike --

From where I sat D. L. looked a little pale at this point. Inevitably, however, the nominations came to an end. The flurry was over, and D. L., elated, suggested that Henry's father come so close to actually making it on time.

President Heffelfinger's seconded the motion, "I move Mr. Soupy Sales be abolished."

Mr. Soupy Sales was also reported to be heading toward the Madison campus. It was expected, however, that he will not be elected the Brontosaurus through the ballot.